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About This Content
Exciting new scenarios, new units, and huge maps await you in Ashes of the Singularity: Escalation’s largest DLC yet! Take on
the role of a PHC leader and conquer dang 5d3b920ae0
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New units, more big maps, more fun!. The DLC adds several new scenarios, and new maps that focus on larger team battles
which are great for casual play against the AI wit hsome friends. The new frigates help introduce more options in the early game
as well, as previously each race had only a couple of options for low teir combat units.. Amazing DLC, adds so many new things
to do. The maps look beautiful, as do the new units. You can see so much love and work has been put into it, and it's fairly
cheap too. I say this is one of the DLC's that someone needs to get.. YES, more Multi-Player BIG maps! Also great fun is 4
teams of 3 players (or 3 teams of 4) in a 12 Multi-Player map, co-ordinating a team in a RTS game is fantastic fun in team vs.
team vs. team vs.. YES, more Multi-Player BIG maps! Also great fun is 4 teams of 3 players (or 3 teams of 4) in a 12 Multi-
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Player map, co-ordinating a team in a RTS game is fantastic fun in team vs. team vs. team vs.. i seen one maybe two new units..
Amazing DLC, adds so many new things to do. The maps look beautiful, as do the new units. You can see so much love and
work has been put into it, and it's fairly cheap too. I say this is one of the DLC's that someone needs to get.. i seen one maybe
two new units.
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